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ABSTRACT
Layer Oriented represented in the last few years a new and promising approach to solve the problems related to the
limited field of view achieved by classical Adaptive Optics systems. It is basically a different approach to multi
conjugate adaptive optics, in which pupil plane wavefront sensors (like the pyramid one) are conjugated to the same
altitudes as the deformable mirrors. Each wavefront sensor is independently driving its conjugated deformable mirror
thus simplifying strongly the complexity of the wavefront computers used to reconstruct the deformations and drive the
mirror themselves, fact that can become very important in the case of extremely large telescopes where the complexity
is a serious issue. The fact of using pupil plane wavefront sensors allows for optical co-addition of the light at the level
of the detector thus increasing the SNR of the system and permitting the usage of faint stars, improving the efficiency of
the wavefront sensor.
Furthermore if coupled to the Pyramid wavefront sensor (because of its high sensitivity), this technique is actually
performing a very efficient usage of the light leading to the expectation that, even by using only natural guide stars, a
good sky coverage can be achieved, above all in the case of giant telescopes. These are the main reasons for which in
the last two years several projects decided to make MCAO systems based on the Layer Oriented technique. This is the
case of MAD (an MCAO demonstrator that ESO is building with one wavefront sensing channel based on the Layer
Oriented concept) and NIRVANA (an instrument for LBT). Few months ago we built and successfully tested a first
prototype of a layer oriented wavefront sensor and experiments and demonstrations on the sky are foreseen even before
the effective first light of the above mentioned instruments. The current situation of all these projects is presented,
including the extensive laboratory testing and the on-going experiments on the sky.
Keywords: Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics systems, Layer Oriented MCAO, Wavefront Sensors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Few years ago we introduced the concept of Layer-Oriented (LO)"2 Multi Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO), a
technique based on a number of independent loops each of them with a detector coupled to a Deformable Mirror (DM),
both of them being conjugated to a certain altitude. In 2002 we designed, built and successfully tested a prototype of a
LO Wave Front Sensor (WFS)3. The results have been very encouraging since that we had the evidence of the correct
behavior of such a sensor, proving some very basic LO concepts like:

I

.
U
U

Pupil superimposition is working properly
The non-conjugated layers are seen blurred
The non-conjugated layers are perturbing marginally the sensing of the conjugated ones
Turbulent layers are properly recognized if the WFS is conjugated to them

Based on the experience of such a prototype (which is shown in Figure 1), we started a number of projects to implement
the LO approach not only in the laboratory but also in the sky. Generally speaking, these MCAO systems aim to enlarge

the Field of View (FoV) covered by Adaptive Optics (AO) by driving more than one DM conjugated to different
altitude ranges4''6.

Figure 1
Such a widening of the FoV obtainable with MCAO systems shall of course increase the sky coverage and, in the case
of the LO technique (and even better of its natural extension, which is the Multiple Field Of View -MFOV - technique),
a good sky coverage (above all in the near infrared) can be obtained even with the usage of solely Natural Guide Stars
(NGS) , the latter being a fact very attractive since the artificial references are still far to be reliable systems and, in any

case, they are very complex, difficult to maintain and expensive. This is why several 8-meter class telescope are
evaluating or even designing MCAO systems based on the LO approach, in order to take advantage of the very efficient
usage of the light performed by such a technique, but also to get insights and suggestions to choose the future MCAO
systems to be used for Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs).
We will thus describe in the following 2 real self-contained instruments and 2 possible experiments to be performed in
the sky, all of them based on this attractive technique.

The first project consists essentially in the Layer-Oriented WFS for MAD8, a demonstrator for VLT lead by ESO,
which will be at the end much closer to an instrument than to a real demonstrator.
The second is the LINC/NIRVANA9 interferometer (a full equipped instrument to be mounted on the LBT) in which
the 2 interferometric arms will be equipped with 2 MFOV AO systems.
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The third is called the "single arm experiment", that will be prepared in the laboratory of the Max Planck institute in
Heidelberg (still in the framework of the LINC/NIRVANA project) but possibly it might be mounted on a 8m class
telescope in a way to acquire experience on these new WFSs.
Finally, we are willing to prove on a 4m-class telescope, that a LO prototype is able to achieve ground layer correction
increasing the corrected FoV, although with a limited compensation, somewhere referred to as "seeing reduction" case.
The current status of these projects along with their brief description is given in the following sections.

2. THE LO-WFS FOR MAD
MAD stands for Multiconjugate Adaptive optics Demonstrator8, and effectively the first idea that ESO had was to have
a "quick and dirty" demonstration on the sky of a MCAO system. In reality, with the time passing by, it became more
and more similar to a real instrument, with the possibility to select between several stars constellations and with a wide
FoV (2 arcmin) infrared camera that will be used to collect the scientific images.
The wavefront sensing area has the possibility to switch between two different WFSs by simply tilting a flat mirror, and
this is done in order to test the 2 main different wavefront sensing approaches, which are currently the Star Oriented
(SO) one and the LO one.
The SO WFS consists essentially of three Shack-Hartmann sensors which have the possibility to be moved in the field
for the reference selection. The LO one, Pyramid based'°, is instead able to sense up to 8 stars into a circular FoV of 2
arcmin of diameter, and it is the one our group is in charge to build and that we are going to describe here.
MAD will be placed at the visitor focus of one VLT, and it will use 2 DMs for the correction and optical derotation.
Gravity flexure is not, hence, a significant problem and we took full advantage of this feature. In fact we used for the
LO WFS the so-called star enlargers approach" to feed with the light two detectors conjugated at the same altitudes

where the DMs are located. The light coming from the different references will then be optically co-added on the
detectors. The LO WFS successfully passed the Final Design Review and almost all of its components has been
manufactured and the assembly in the Arcetri laboratory is almost finished (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Left: a 3D-CAD section of the Layer Oriented WFS for MAD. One can note in the lower part some of
the stars enlarger (the long movable parts) and on the top the two optical units to re-image the light coming from
all the reference stars in two different detectors, conjugated to two different altitudes. Right: the same as the left
one but with the real system assembled in the lab. In this case the sensor is mounted on a bench where it will be

used to perform some open-loop measurements. On the bench are visible part of the optics to simulate a
telecentric F/20 beam, as the one provided in MAD.
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A number of extensive tests have been performed on the components that we have already received for their acceptance.
The whole set of linear stages (16) that will be used to position the star enlarger in the field have been received. Due to
the fact that the pupils coming from the pyramids are optically co-added on the 2 detectors and due to the small size of
the CCDs, there are quite tight tolerances on the maximum tip-tilt allowed to the star enlarger, in order to minimize the
pupils distorsion. This translates into tight specifications (pitch and roll < 10") for the linear stages moving the star
enlargers which are anyway, in principle, achievable by off-the-shelf components. Unfortunately many stages were
anyway not in specification and they have been re-machined by the providing company and the final stages are good
and within our specifications. In Figure 3 you can see an example of the tests performed on one of the linear motorized
stages.
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Figure 3: the results of the tests performed to check Pitch and Roll of one of the 16 stages
Of course we also made a complete characterization of all the optical components that will be used both for the star
enlargers (where the magnification factor is very critical to have a good superimposition of the pupils) and for the two
re-imaging objectives. Both first-order nominal characteristics (e.g. the focal length and overall transmittance) and
optical quality (interferometric tests) have been performed and in Figure 4 we show one of the tests performed on one
of the objective (which have the purpose to re-image the light on the detectors).
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Figure 4: a comparison between the theoretical wavefront (left image) and the measured one (right image) made
on one of the re-imaging objectives; they are very similar and the difference in the peak-to-valley between the
two wavefronts is of the order of 10%.
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The only component which is not delivered yet are the pyramids. We have placed 2 orders to different companies in
order to receive 2 complete sets of pyramids to maximize the probability the get them within the relatively tight
tolerances required by this project.
Also the instrument control software to drive the whole MAD system and in particular the LO-WFS is being developed
by our group. The current situation is that the SW is almost finished and in the next months tests on the integrated
system will be performed.
We expect to have the first open-loop measurements by beginning of October 2003 (as soon as the first set of Pyramids
will be received, accepted and integrated with the rest of the system) and to release the sensor to ESO-Garching as
scheduled in the first quarter of the next year.
We believe that this project will be a very useful benchmark to acquire experience on such complicated systems and
also to give indications concerning the future directions to take for MCAO, at least in the NGS case.

3. THE MCAO PART OF NIRVANA
NIRVANA stands for Near InfraRed and Visible Adaptive iNterferometry for Astronomy and it is intended as a facility
to be mounted on the LBT telescope in one of the two combined foci. Gathering the light from two 8.4m telescopes
located at a distance such that the longest interferometric baseline is of the order of 24m, the aim of this instrument is to
achieve a Fizeau interferometry imaging essentially on the near Infrared. In order to accomplish such a goal with a
decent sky coverage, especially for the extragalactic targets, we decided to implement in this instrument two MCAO
systems based on an extension of the LO approach, the so called Multiple FoV. In Figure 5there is an overall view of
the instrument.

te1erop kx

Figure 5: LEFT: An overall view of NIRVANA mounted on LBT. The two main mirrors are located at the two
side of the structure shown here and the light is interferometrically co-added on the optical bench, after it has
been adaptively compensated for turbulence effect, and fed to the cryostat where a near Infrared imager is
located. RIGHT: a more detailed view of the MCAO part of NIRVANA shows that for each arm the beam is first
interested by a Ground Layer WFS, whose correction is demanded to the secondary adaptive mirrors of each
telescope unit, and to two Mid and High WFS whose correction is demanded to the commercial piezo-stack DMs.
The two F120 cameras just fed the light into the two LO-WFSs.
The system will have initially 2 detectors conjugated to the ground and to an altitude ranging from 8 to 15 kilometers.
Both detectors will apply the correction to DMs conjugated to the same altitude, thus meaning that also the high altitude
DM can be conjugated to an altitude that can vary between 8 and 15 kilometers. The possibility to move the high
altitude detector and its correspondent DM has been implemented in order to match as much as possible the CN2 profile
of Mount Graham, the LBT site, even by actively changing the configuration during the observations. The detector
conjugated to the ground will drive a particular type of DM, the secondary adaptive mirror12, a very interesting feature
of LBT: in fact, being the ground DM the secondary one, i.e. directly part of the telescope main optical train, every

instrument will benefit at least of a ground partial correction over a wide FoV of about 2' (namely Ground Layer
Adaptive Optics - GLAO) or of a classical single reference AO correction'3.
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Both MCAO arms, even if initially provided with 2 DMs and detectors each, are designed in a way to be easily upgradable to a system with 3 corrective elements and 3 WFSs, basically by simply inserting in the foreseen position the
additional DM and detector.
The Ground Layer Wavefront Sensor (GLWS) will use an annular FoV (from 2 to 6 arcmin in diameter) in order to
optically co-add the light coming from several references on a detector conjugated to the ground. This is accomplished
by using the star enlarger, similarly to the LO WFS for MAD. The correction is then applied to a DM conjugated to the
same altitude of the detector (the ground in this case), the adaptive secondary mirror as already mentioned.

Figure 6: Two possible options for the Ground layer WFS has been studied and designed in detail. Here we show
the outline of the numerical co-addition (left) and of the optical co-addition (right) options. The first includes
essentially 12 pyramid WFSs each with a FoY of a few arcsec, feeding some extremely low noise CCDs, later to
be recombined in the memory of some WF-Computer, while in the second case the pupils are co-added optically
by a folded 'Prime Focus like" camera.
In reality, even if the optical co-add of the pupils is the baseline solution, we also studied and made a design of a GLWS
using the numerical co-addition of the light (see Figure 6), in which a number of independent detectors are looking each
into a small FoV where a single reference is sensed. In this case the detectors can be positioned in the field by using a
combination of linear and rotational stages making the final layout of the GWFS very compact and not demanding in
term of optical tolerances thus simplifying the assembly and integration of the system. On the other hand the numerical
co-addition of the light could be implemented with good performance only in the case of the usage of detectors with

very low read-out noise, like the L3 CCDs which are anyway still in a development phase, i.e. not yet off the shelf
components. This is why we decided to take as baseline the design based on the optical co-addition, which is more
complex from the opto-mechanical point of view but can take advantage of the light coming also from very faint
references, above all on the GWFS where the pupils are in principle almost perfectly overlapped.
The High layer WFS (HWFS) design has been made in a way to be as similar as possible to the MAD LO WFS, the
main difference being the fact that, at least initially, there will be only one detector. Anyway we already mentioned that
the system is up-gradable with a 3'' detector, by simply adding in the foreseen positions a beam splitter and the detector
itself. Other differences with the MAD LO WFS are the size and format of the detector (being the number of actuators
over one metapupil diameter much larger in this case) and the supporting structure since NIRVANA is moving together
with the telescope elevation platform.
The correction of the high layers is then performed using two commercial piezo-stack DMs (one for each arm) each
having 349 actuators. Also in this case, there is in the opto-mechanical design a linear stage which is actually holding a
flat mirror, that might be indeed changed in the future with an additional DM in order to complain with the concept of
expandability already mentioned at the beginning of this section.
The first arm of LINC/NIRVANA is foreseen to be tested in the laboratory of the Max Planck institute of Heidelberg
(in a configuration slightly different from the final one) in mid 2004, as it describe in the following section, while the
complete system should have the first light in the beginning of 2006.
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4. THE SINGLE ARM EXPERIMENT
The single arm experiment will be carried out in the framework of the NIRVANA project. MCAO is one of the key
component of NIRVANA since that the purpose of such an instrument is to provide interferometric images of a patch of

the sky whose size is huge with respect to the typical FoV of current interferometer. Anyway, the FoV of the
interferometer is small when compared to the one corrected by the MCAO system. The covered FoV is, in fact, of the
same order of magnitude of the isoplanatic patch one can expect in the wavelength range of interest, thus meaning that
in principle a single reference classical AO system might do it. So the driver for the choice of 2 MCAO system to
perform the correction of the 2 arms of NIRVANA has been something different:

•

there are options to enlarge such a FoV to cover the whole 2arcmin in diameter, and to extend the imaging and
spectroscopic modes also to shorter wavelength

•

the choice for MCAO has been mostly driven by a larger sky-coverage rather than the uniformity of the
correction on a wider FoV. In fact it is not necessary to have a single bright star in the small lOarcsec patch
where imaging is going to be performed in an interferometrical, Fizeau-like, manner, but just several much
faintest stars are to be used in the whole 2 and 6 arcmin FoVs

Figure 7: A detail of the WFSensors for NIRVANA and for the single arm experiment: a) A 3D view of the single
arm experiment as it is devised in the laboratory. Although with a different folding and with the addition of an
optical derotator inside the F120 camera beam, one can note a couple of relatively large off-axis parabola in
order to simulate the telescope foci by starting from a set of fiber sources used to simulate star-fields and to allow
for the insertion in the area between the two off-axis parabolas, of fixed or moving phase screens to simulate the
atmospheric turbulence; b) a view of the mid and high layer WFS and a magnification c) where it can be seen
that the pupil light is splitted toward two detectors each conjugated to the respective commercial piezo-stack DM
available on the instrument optical bench.
The idea behind is thus to test a possible single point of failure for the instrument and also to test some of the main subsystems and components of NIRVANA, setting-up an experiment in the lab which is replicating one of the 2 arms, with
some differences that we describe immediately:

• the GLWS will not be tested and also the secondary adaptive mirror will not be part of the experiment
• being the HLWS ready to accept a second detector (as described in section 4), the ground layer correction will
be performed with one of the 2 detector of the HLWS of course conjugated to the ground and an additional
DM will be placed in the parallel beam conjugated to the same altitude of the ground detector.
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. of course an additional beam splitter (already foreseen) is needed to split the light between ground and high
altitude detector and the system will than behave in a LO fashion (using only the central 2 arcmin) instead of
the MFoV one foreseen for the final instrument
A telescope-atmosphere simulator with a set of fiber sources, a couple of off-axis parabola and few "turbulent" screens
that can be inserted between them will give the possibility to test different star-fields and to introduce deliberately static
or dynamic turbulence in the system.
The single arm experiment is foreseen to be tested in the laboratory of the Max Planck institute of Heidelberg starting
from mid 2004, and we are also evaluating the possibility of having such an experiment carried out also at an existing
8m class telescope.

5. MANU.CHAO: GROUND LAYER CORRECTION AT THE GALILEO TELESCOPE
Manu-Chao is an experiment we are going to do at the Galileo Italian telescope. Basically, it is based on the test of a
WFS able to sense simultaneously (in a FoV of the order of 1 arcmin.) up to 4 stars (by using pyramids) and to co-add
their light optically in a LO fashion. Such a WFS will be placed at the AdOpt@TNG module, where it will substitute
the actual single Pyramid Sensor (only for the period of the test) . The corrective element is the 96 actuators DM of
AdOpt@TNG, conjugated to the ground layer (very close to the telescope entrance pupil). Thus of course only partial
correction can be achieved, normally referred to as ground layer correction.

Figure 8: Manu-Chao as it is conceived from the opto-mechanical point of view

In Figure 8 two images of the WFS are shown, from which it is visible that the system is equipped with 4 star enlargers
which can be moved in the field by using manual linear stages. To avoid the problem of the tight tolerances in term of
angular misalignment of the star enlargers, we decided to move each of them with 2 couples of linear stages, one couple
connected to the front part and the other connected to its final part.
The central star enlarger doesn't have the possibility to be moved, thus implying that the central star of the selected
asterism shall be placed onto it by pointing the telescope.
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Figure 9: Manu-Chao has the possibility to sense up to four stars; in the figure a possible asterism with 3 stars is
shown, being the central one pointed by the telescope while the other 2 positioned manually using the linear
stages
In Figure 9 an enlargement of the central part of Manu-Chao is shown. The system, as it is clear from the photos, is
finished and ready to be mounted at the telescope. The adaptive optics group in La Palma already prepared all the
necessary interfaces to accommodate the prototype of the LO WFS but, due to the renovation of the wavefront
computer of AdOpt@TNG which is going on in these months, we foreseen to perform the experiment at the best around
April 2004.

6. CONCLUSIONS
After the first prototype of a MCAO wavefront sensor has been successfully tested in open ioop in laboratory3 and the
first on sky demonstration'4, a number of projects are going to exploit soon in the sky the LO technique and its even
more attractive extension called the Multiple FoV. In the framework of the future giant telescopes'5"6, these instruments
will give useful indications concerning the design of the MCAO systems which are considered right now a possible
show stopper. The very interesting feature of the LO and even more of the MFoV technique are the good sky coverages7
that shall be obtained in the near infrared when using only NGS as references for the wavefront sensors but also the
possibility of using artificial beacons when commercially available and reliable. This is a clear advantage with respect
to systems designed to work with the LGS only, which have of course a single point of possible failure.
Furthermore, there is for sure room for improvement when taking into the proper considerations a number of parameters
that we never tried to optimize (like the dimensions of the different FoVs in the MFoV technique, the optimal number
of reference stars, good strategies for the references selection, the number of DMs, optimization of the DMs altitudes,
. . . ), when properly taking into account the high sensitivity of the pyramid'7 or by investigating new ideas like the one
to increase the number of DMs driving them with the signal coming only from the ground wavefront sensor'8. For sure
the experience that we are going to acquire in the sky will also give us the possibility to see where are the real limits of
these techniques and may be to have new ideas, which might make the difference when designing complicated, huge
and expensive systems like the ELTs.
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